Abstract
Introduction
Carbon foams are cellular structures that consist of randomly distributed spherical pores. The size of the pores of a typical carbon foam is 100 to 500 microns. Due to its complex structure of three-dimensional interconnected pores, carbon foams are very difficult to model analytically. Several researchers studied the effective conductivity of foams. Calmidi [1998] considered the structure of the metal foam to be made of dodecahedron-like cells with 12-14 pentagonal or hexagonal faces. The edges of the cells are formed by individual ligaments and it is considered that there is a lumping of material (intersection) at intersection points of the ligaments. This approach was successfully used by Kunny [1960] , Zehner [1970] , Hsu [1994] , and Hsu [1995] to study the effective thermal conductivity of packed beds. Fu et al [1998] developed an analytical model to determine the effective thermal conductivity of cellular ceramics. Two unit cells were developed to predict the effective thermal conductivity of porous materials using the electrical-circuit analogy. The first unit cell was a cubic-shaped box. The second unit cell was a cube with a pore in the center. Tee et al. [1999] studied the thermal conductivity of carbon foam using a geometrical model that consisted of a unit cell made up of twelve struts with square cross-sectional area and eight cubic strut junctures. Tee et al. also used the analogy between thermal and electric resistors and simulated the unit cell by using series and parallel combinations of resistors. Bhattacharya et al. [2002] studied the thermophysical properties of high porosity metal foams. For their study they considered a model consisting of a two-dimensional array of hexagonal cells where the struts form the sides of the hexagons. The junction was taken into account by considering a circular junction of metal at the intersection of the struts. This study showed that the effective thermal conductivity depends strongly on the porosity and the ratio of the cross-sections of the fiber and the intersection. Balantrapu et al [2005] investigated the specific surface and effective thermal conductivity of open-cell lattice structure consisting of mutually orthogonal cylindrical ligaments used in heat exchanger applications. This paper is based on an analytical solution for total surface area and thermal conductivity of a foam that has spherical pores [Druma, 2005] . With the approximation of local one-dimensional heat flow, it is possible to determine the thermal resistance of the bulk foam by adding the local thermal resistances. The specific surface area of the foam per unit volume is dependent on the porosity and pore size and distribution in the foam. In this study, the surface area for a foam with 100 micron pores is calculated and compared to the results given by a commercial solid modeling software package. Fu et al. [1998] used a representative cubic unit cell to determine an expression for the effective thermal conductivity. In this study two models are examined; the first is the simple cubic model with a hollow sphere in the center of a cube. The second model consists of a rectangular-shaped unit box (cubic) with the transverse section of the solid beams that enclose the unit cells being squares with normalized thickness t. Using the electrical-circuit analogy, the effective thermal conductivity of the second model can be expressed as (Fu et al. [1998] 
Theory
To use Eq. (1) above, only one geometrical parameter is needed and that is the normalized thickness of the strand or ligament, t. This thickness can be determined by knowing the porosity of the foam and it is given by the following equation (Fu et al. [1998] ):
Tee at al. [1999] used a similar model to study the effect of anisotropy of the carbon foam struts on the bulk thermal conductivity of the foam. The effective thermal conductivity, , was calculated to be: In the hollow-sphere-in-cube model developed by Fu et al. [1998] , the porosity is given by the following: 
The above model is valid for porosity between 52% and 96%. The bulk thermal conductivity of the foam is then calculated with the following equation (Fu et al. [1998] ):
Based on the approach used by Bhattacharya et al. [2002] , where the thermal conductivity is the square root of the sum of the squares of the parallel and series arrangements, Sullins et al. [2001] found the effective thermal conductivity as a function of thermal conductivity of the gas ( ) and material of the foam ( ) to be:
where: ϕ is the fraction of heat transfer in parallel mode and (1-ϕ ) is the fraction of heat transfer in series mode.
In Eq. (6) the solid conduction efficiency factor (F) accounts for the tortuous path for conduction through the cell walls.
Most of the above approaches are not applicable for the carbon foam geometry because the foam does not have well defined struts. Several authors, including Bauer [1993] , have presented semi-analytical approaches using a 'pore conduction' factor that must be evaluated experimentally.
The present work modifies Fu's approach to develop an analytical model for the thermal conductivity of a foam with spherical pores that may be closed pores or interconnected (overlapping) pores. In this approach, the local thermal resistances are summed up, or integrated to determine the resistance of the bulk foam. The focus of this study is to develop analytical solutions for total surface area and thermal conductivity of carbon foams based on unit cells, where the pores are distributed in a body centered cubic cell pattern. Such a unit cell is more representative of carbon foams than the cubic structure built of straight beams that has been used by Tee et al. [1999] .
Determination of Surface area of the foam
The surface area of the foams is of particular interest in heat transfer applications where the main heat removal mechanism is convection. The open cell foams are therefore the main interest of this study. The foam will be modeled with pores arranged in a body centered cubic (BCC) cell distribution. In this model, the open cell foams have open cells (interconnected porosity) when the porosity P is greater than 68% ( ). Above this porosity the pores having the diameter,
The approach follows the mathematical model developed by Druma [2005] by considering a coordinate system with the OX axis oriented in the direction of the main diagonal of the unit cell cube and the origin in the center point of the middle sphere (as shown in Fig.1 ). The equations of the two spherical pores (center and corner pore) can be written as (Druma [2005] 
where 2
is the distance between the two spheres (half diagonal of the unit cell). Combining the two equations yields:
Equation (7.a) shows that the "spherical pores intersect at the mid-distance between the two centers and the intersection curve has the equation It can be concluded that the intersection of the two pores is a "three-dimensional lens" and its volume can be found by adding the volumes of the two spherical caps forming the lens. For the open-cell foams, the void volume can be calculated with the following (Druma [2005] 
The porosity of the unit cell is therefore:
( ) 
Equation 12 can be used to find the size of the unit cell for a given porosity and pore diameter. The constraint imposed to the solution is:
The restriction formulated by Eq.13 can be translated as: 3  3  4  2  3  2  2  2  2  2  32  8 2
For open cell foams with porosity above 94%, the diameter of the center pore becomes larger than the unit cell and the size of the unit cell can be calculated with the following equation: Total surface area of the unit cell, for open cell foams, with porosity above 94% can be calculated with the following formula:
The results for 100 microns pore diameter and different porosities are presented in Table  1 and compared with results from a solid modeling software program (Solid Edge). Table 1 shows that the surface area calculated with the analytical formulas derived above matches very well with the solid modeling software prediction (difference below 0.2% between the solid modeling software and analytical result). The formulas developed above can therefore be used to estimate the surface area for open-cell cellular foams.
Determination of bulk thermal conductivity
Based on the body cubic centered unit cell presented in Fig. 3 below, an analytical model has been developed to predict the thermal conductivity of the foam. The model is based on the thermal resistance formula (Fu et. al. [1998] ) using the analogy between thermal and electrical resistance. In this model, thermal resistances for differential elements are summed up by integration to produce the total resistance. Conductivity is calculated as the inverse of the total thermal resistance. The inaccuracy inherent in this method is the assumption that a one-dimensional thermal resistance is valid locally, even though the cross section of the solid phase in the foam changes as a function of position in the foam. The model is subject to the dimensional constrains given by Eqs. 14 and 15, above.
From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that the intersection between the center pore and the corner pores is circular, situated in a plane perpendicular to the diagonal of the unit cell as shown below (see Fig. 5 ). The two points where the pores become interconnected (P 1 and P 2 in Fig. 5 ) are situated at the heights: 
For open cell foams (BCC case), the size of the unit cell can be calculated with the formula given by Eq. 12.
The local radiuses of the circular pore surfaces containing the cross-section (B-B) can be calculated with the formulas:
Corner pore:
where z is the vertical coordinate measured from the center of the middle pore [m] . Table 2 below contains the cross-section perpendicular to the axis of interest for calculating the effective thermal conductivity at different points in the unit cell as shown in Fig. 5 . As the pore configuration changes, so does the planar cross-section. However, the total cross section area is constant:
. Using the definition of the thermal resistance, the bulk thermal conductivity can be calculated from the following formula:
For a finite increment dz along the vertical axis, the thermal resistance dR t is:
Integrating the equation above between 0 and a, and replacing the thermal resistance in Eq. 24 yields the bulk thermal conductivity:
For foams, the thermal conductivity of the pore's content (gas) is much lower than the solid thermal conductivity and can therefore be approximated to zero. In this case, the formula above becomes:
The effective thermal conductivity of the foam with constant solid thermal conductivity can therefore be calculated as follows:
The integral in Eq. 28 does not have an analytical solution and is calculated numerically using an adaptive quadrature and the results are presented in Table 3 [ Druma, 2005] below. Table 3 also shows the comparison between the finite element (FEM) calculation carried out [Druma et al., 2004] by using a commercial software program (ALGOR), and the semi-analytical model developed by Bauer [1993] . Bauer developed a semi-analytical approach to obtain the following equation:
where 'n' is an unknown parameter, usually termed the 'pore conduction factor'. A value of 'n=0.77' provides a good fit to some of the experimental data analyzed by Bauer, and is also comparable to numerical results [Druma et al., 2004] . It can be observed that the analytical model overpredicts the thermal conductivity; this is to be expected since the analytical model does not take the tortuosity of the heat transfer path into account. However, the analytical model matches the FEM results better than the Bauer model, and this can be seen in Figure 6 . The comparison between the FEM and anaytical model is also shown in Fig. 6 , along with Bauer model (Bauer [1993] ), Cubic model (Fu et.al. [1998] ), and Hollow-Sphere-in-Cube Model (Fu et.al. [1998] ) . It should be noted that the pore diameter is kept constant at 100 micrometers for all porosities. Therefore, as the porosity increases, the distance between pores becomes smaller. In other words, the variable porosity at constant pore size causes the change in the size of the unit cell. The rule of mixtures assumes a linear relationship with the contribution of each phase according to volume fractions and provides the highest estimate of the conductivity value; it is equivalent to using ϕ=0 in Eq. 6. 
Conclusions
An analytical model has been developed to determine the surface area and thermal conductivity of foams with spherical pores and different levels of porosity. The results are compared with solutions from a numerical calculation of a commercial software program. It has been shown that the analytical solution produces accurate results for the surface area. The thermal conductivity results are comparable to the FEM results but overpredict the FEM results because of the one-dimensional approximation of the heat flux. It is also shown that the results depend on the assumption of the pore shape as well as the distribution of pores in the foam.
